March 20, 2019
BY Email
The Honorable Jerrold Nadler, Chair
The Honorable Doug Collins, Ranking Member
House Committee on the Judiciary
2138 Rayburn HOB
Washington, DC 20515
Re:

Referral of Scott Lloyd for Potential False Statements Violations

Campaign for Accountability respectfully requests that the House Committee on the
Judiciary refer Scott Lloyd to the Department of Justice for investigation into whether Mr. Lloyd
deliberately provided false testimony to the committee during a February 26, 2019 hearing.
Background
Scott Lloyd served as the Director of the Office of Refugee Resettlement within the
Department of Health and Human Services (“HHS”) until December 2018 when he left to serve
as Senior Advisor to the HHS Center for Faith and Opportunity Initiatives.1
During the course of the hearing, Rep. Madeleine Dean (D-Penn.), engaged in a colloquy
with Mr. Lloyd in which she asked whether ORR tracked the menstrual cycles of any of the girls
in the office’s care:
DEAN: --And then did not speak up against the policy or speak up about the
problems for the children. Something you did take an initiative on, isn't it true that
you tracked the menstrual cycles of young girls, young women in your custody?
LLOYD: That's not an accurate characterization of what occurred. I am not sure
what exactly you're referring to.
DEAN: I believe in a deposition you actually admitted to that. So, you're now
saying you did not track the menstrual cycles or you did not have your staff track
the menstrual cycles?
LLOYD: The best—
DEAN: --It's a yes or no. Did you track--did you create any kind of tracking
mechanism—
1

House Committee on the Judiciary, Hearing on Trump Administration’s Family Separation Policy, Testimony of
Scott Lloyd, p. 11, February 26, 2019 (“Lloyd Testimony”) (attached as Exhibit 1).
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LLOYD: --Well, I don't have a yes or no answer for the question, but the best guess
as to what I--as what you're referring to is is (sic) a list that included pregnant
women and it would have mentioned their last menstrual period, which is a way of
tracking the amount of time that they've been pregnant.
DEAN: So, you are now denying that you tracked the menstrual cycles of young
women in your custody? You're denying that?
LLOYD: I'm denying that I tracked menstrual cycles of women in my custody.
DEAN: We'll be able to compare your deposition.2
In fact, however, during his deposition testimony in the case of ACLU v. Hargan, when asked
whether he received “reports on a regular basis about all pregnant unaccompanied minors in ORR
custody” Mr. Lloyd replied that he received a “spreadsheet” with information, including
“estimated gestational age.”3
Further, on MSNBC’s Rachel Maddow Show, Ms. Maddow shared the spreadsheet with viewers,
and read aloud and enlarged for viewers one of its column headings: “Last mentsral (sic) cycle
3/2.”4
Therefore, it is clear that, in contrast to Mr. Lloyd’s response to the committee, Mr. Lloyd and the
ORR were, in fact, keeping track of the menstrual cycles of unaccompanied minor immigrants in
ORR’s custody.
Rep. Dean continued her questioning:
DEAN: Isn't it true that you personally visited pregnant minors to pressure them to
continue their pregnancies?
LLOYD: No, that's not true.
DEAN: That is not true?
LLOYD: No.5
Yet a March 14, 2017 email shows that Mr. Lloyd did, in fact, visit a pregnant unaccompanied
minor. Mr. Lloyd wrote:
Just a few things, while they are fresh in my mind:
Id. at 55.
Deposition of Scott Lloyd at 162, ACLU v. Hargan, Case No. 3:16-cv-3539 (N.D. Cal. Dec. 18, 2017), available at
https://www.aclu.org/legal-document/garza-v-hargan-scott-lloyd-deposition.
4 Rachel Maddow Show at 10:40-13:20, March 15, 2019, available at https://www.msnbc.com/rachelmaddow/watch/trump-admin-tracked-individual-migrant-girls-pregnancies-1459294787849.
5 Lloyd Testimony at 56.
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1) (redacted) said she preferred the food at Seton – that it wasn’t Honduran enough
at BCFS . . . If there is a way to accommodate at BCFS with any food requests,
please find a way. She’s feeling very nauseous because of the pregnancy.
(emphasis added).
2) She also says she has pain in her arms and legs at night . . .
3) As I’ve said, often these girls start to regret abortion, and if this comes up, we
need to connect her with resources for psychological and/or religious counseling.
It’s not going to affect some girls right away or at all. If there are any additional
updates on her case, I’d like to know.
4) If things get dicey with (redacted) sponsor, I know a few good families with a
heart for these situations who would take her in in a heartbeat and see her through
her pregnancy and beyond. . .6
Later, on April 4, 2017, HHS employee Jonathan White sent an email to Mr. Lloyd asking
“Were you able to speak with the pregnant girl at the SWK site (KAMM)? And if so, (redacted).”
Soon thereafter, Mr. Lloyd replied, “Yes – they were going to a CPC site today and we’re going
to proceed to discharge according to my understanding. Thank you, Scott.”7
A “CPC” is a crisis pregnancy center. It is well documented that CPCs seek to intercept
women and girls with unintended pregnancies who might be considering abortion and persuade
them that parenting, or adoption, is a better option. The owners and employees of these
organizations prioritize their religious anti-abortion ideology over the health and well-being of the
pregnant women and girls.8 Despite telling Rep. Dean that he had not visited pregnant teens to
pressure them to pursue their pregnancies, Mr. Lloyd’s own emails indicate that he did exactly
that.
Legal Violation
As you know, it is a federal crime to make a materially false, fictitious, or fraudulent
statement or representation in response to any investigation or hearing conducted pursuant to the
authority of any committee of Congress.9
Based on the conflicts between Mr. Lloyd’s responses to Rep. Dean, made under oath
during his congressional testimony, and his deposition testimony, the spreadsheet obtained by Ms.
Maddow, and Mr. Lloyd’s own emails, it seems apparent that Mr. Lloyd provided false testimony
to Congress. First, Mr. Lloyd and ORR did, indeed, track the menstrual cycles of unaccompanied
minors in ORR’s care. Second, Mr. Lloyd did, in fact, visit pregnant minors in ORR’s care to
discuss their pregnancies, and obtain psychological and religious counseling to prevent them from
exercising their constitutional right to seek an abortion.
Email from Scott Lloyd to Redacted, March 14, 2017 (attached as Exhibit 2).
Email exchange between Jonathan White and Scott Lloyd, April 4, 2017 (attached as Exhibit 3).
8 Amy G. Bryant, MD, MSCR and Jonas J. Swartz, MD, MPH, Why Crisis Pregnancy Centers are Legal but
Unethical, AMA Journal of Ethics, March 2018, available at https://journalofethics.ama-assn.org/article/why-crisispregnancy-centers-are-legal-unethical/2018-03.
9 18 U.S.C. § 1001.
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Mr. Lloyd’s statements indicate a deliberate attempt to mislead the committee about the
truth of his efforts to prevent young unaccompanied minors from obtaining abortions in violation
of the prohibition against making false statements to Congress.
Conclusion
Americans have the right to expect high-ranking government officials to testify truthfully
and accurately under oath when Congress exercises its oversight jurisdiction. Lying to Congress
undermines our democratic form of government. Therefore, the Committee on the Judiciary
should refer this matter to the Department of Justice for investigation into whether and the extent
to which he provided false testimony.
Sincerely,

Alice C.C. Huling
Counsel

cc:

The Honorable Rod Rosenstein
Deputy Attorney General

